What’s New!
MiPACS Client version 3.1.1404

New Features Overview
1. New plugins for faster imports
2. New plugin for both the new Carestream CS6200 and the previous CS6100 digital sensor
3. Locked series notification
4. Multiple select on images

Version 3.1.14.04

Version 3.1.1404 of the MiPACS Dental Enterprise Viewer (upgraded from 3.1.1326) should be noted at the top of the MiPACS Viewer window. Version 3.1.14.04 include the following new features:

New Menu Bar Options

By selecting the **Image Importer** feature icon on the menu bar, you will presented with a dialog box to navigate to the location of the image(s) to be imported.

After selecting the image(s) to be imported and clicking OK, the image(s) will be imported into a new template in MiPACS.
**CS6100 Plugin**

The CS6100 now uses the new plugin and new count-down timer shown to the right. To activate, press the button on the sensor or click the sensor icon on the plugin.

**CS6200 Plugin**

The new sensor plugin only displays the ACTIVE/OFF lamp and the toolkit. The new Carestream CS6200 digital x-ray sensor is **“always on”** and does not have a button to push. After the patient is fitted with the sensor, the x-ray can be activated. There is no waiting on the sensor to initialize after launching MiPACS.

**Locked Series Notification**

The background of a series/local view title now appears red, when locked, and displays information about where the image is open, and by whom. A balloon notification is also shown when opening a locked series.

**Multi-Select**

New feature allows the user to select multiple images to apply enhancements, change approvals, copy to new template, etc. This enhancement has been desired for several years and has extensive application.